Archeomagnetic investigation in Slovakia
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Abstract: Intensive archeological investigation in Slovakia discovered several interesting archeological localities. Together with other dating methods the archeomagnetic measurements were used for estimation of the approximate age of archeological artifacts from five localities. The samples were pieces of ceramics and thermally alternated clay. The Thellier method of double heating was used. The resulting values were compared with geomagnetic intensity curve for territory of the Central Europe (Bucha, 1975).

The investigated specimens came from western and central Slovakia Fig. 1. After data processing the values of the ratio of geomagnetic intensity (archeofield vs. laboratory field) from localities Zvolen – Val na Dráhach $\approx 1.35 \pm 0.085$, Bíňa $\approx 1.33 \pm 0.176$, Starý Plášť $\approx 1.51 \pm 0.179$, Bojná $\approx 1.30 \pm 0.15$, Banská Štiavnica $\approx 1.03 \pm 0.09$ were obtained. According to these results the ages of origin of the archeological artifacts were stated.
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Figure 1: Investigated archemagnetic localities.
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